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Preface
e: The Stin
nk about Stank
S
vs. Skank. Th
he term ‘s
skank’ first popped up
on perffume blogs in 2005 or so. It was
w used to describ
be perfum
mes with a
strong animalic scent,
s
may
ybe descrribed back
k in granny
y’s day as
s
“whorehouse perrfume”. Sk
kank and the more appropria
ate term ‘s
stank’ were
bandied
d back and
d forth, an
nd skank seems to have won
n out. There are som
me
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problems with this – unless you recognize that men (who are never called
skanks, it’s a derogatory term reserved for women) – also may like, and
use, and musk, civet, castoreum, et. al- laden cologne. So for this series
we’re using the more non-sexist, egalitarian ‘stank’. So if you like to get
your stank on, and if you’re interested in what five perfumers have to write
about the subject, read on.

A Brief History of the Sexy Stink in Perfumes
Animal extracts have been used in perfumery for centuries, and continue to
this day. Who was the first brave or just curious perfumer who thought to
use the dried, aged chunk of ambergris, wax and fragrant debris from
beehives, beaver gland, fossilized Hyraceum urine, civet excretion, musk
deer scent gland or goat hair? The answer is unknown, but all perfumers and
perfume wearers who chose to use fragrances containing them are
enthusiastic about them and love the warm, diffusive or exalting touch they
add to a blend.
These scents tend to be lumped together as “musk” even though technically
the musk deer is the historic cornerstone of the term musk in perfumery,
you’ll find some reference to the musk ox, musk rat, the musk shrew, the
musk beetle, musk duck, musk turtle, an alligator from Central America, the
North American King Snake and from several other animals.
The exalting fixatives:
These materials act as “odor carriers” and often act also as synergisms by
improving, fortifying or transporting the vapors of the other perfume
materials in the composition. The exalting fixatives may also lend a highly
appreciated “wearability” to a perfume, a combination of diffusive effect and
retention of the full fragrance of the perfume, slowly exhaled from the
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human skin to which it’s been applied. The effect of these fixatives is often
obtained through the addition of mere traces with respect to quantity.
Typical exalting fixatives are musk and civet.
Steffen Arctander Perfume and Flavor Chemicals & Perfume and Flavor
Materials of Natural Origin Originally published in 1969 Allured Book
Publishing
There are not many written records to indicate that animal aromatics were
used in ancient perfumery, except perhaps for an aromatic shellfish,
ambergris (another marine product), and musk. The major source of
information that we have about this is Egyptian hieroglyphics.
Most natural perfumers who use animal products for scent, pheromonal
seductiveness, or perfume fixation will use only cruelty-free ones. Crueltyfree means that the animal was not harmed or abused when the essence
was collected. Musk sacs from the musk deer, and civet paste and absolute
from the civet are generally regarded as cruelty products because the deer is
hunted and killed, and it is believed the civet is held in captivity and tortured
to extract the paste from its anal glands (some sources contradict this).

Animal ingredients
Ambergris, an expelled mass from the sperm whale, is highly valued in
perfumery. Recent studies have confirmed it’s a fecal product, not a vomited
substance, which was conjectured for years. Sometimes found as a black,
smelly mass (which is a highly inferior grade), ambergris must be aged for
years as it floats on the sea, buffeted by the salt water and warmed by the
sun, before it becomes a lighter- colored mass with a pleasant aroma that is
the ambergris of perfume fame. Because of the need for the substance to
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age in the
t
sun an
nd salt wa
ater, if the
e mass we
ere removed from a slaughtered
whale, it would be
b (probab
bly) useles
ss for perffumery.

There are
a severa
al grades of
o amberg
gris, from the alread
dy-mentio
oned black
k,
through
h many sh
hades and scents, to white/go
old/grey, which is g
generally
regarde
ed as the finest. The image above
a
show
ws a mass
s of grey//gold
amberg
gris. I worrked with an interna
ational tea
am to certtify that th
his specim
men
was authentic. Itt became known as The Nort h Carolina
a Beach A
Ambergris.
Perfumers grind ambergris
s into a fin
ne powderr and tincture it in e
ethanol, o
or
infuse it
i in oil at a 3% solu
ution for six
s monthss or more before it is used.
Because it is naturally exp
pelled from
m the anim
mals, it is considere
ed to be a
cruelty--free prod
duct.
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Beesw
wax absolute is ma
ade by solv
vent extra
action of tthe wax th
hat is
collecte
ed from be
ee hives. Natural
N
pe
erfumers ttincture th
he “end ca
aps” and h
hive
debris (collective
(
ely known as “bee goo”)
g
in allcohol in o
order to crreate terro
oir
extracts that function as beeswax
b
absolutes
a
– to fix an
nd impart an animalic,
honeye
ed scent to
o perfume
es. The sce
ent can va
ary greatly
y, according to the
source material. The age of
o the hive
e, the variety of flowers that are
pollinatted, and other
o
facto
ors contrib
bute to the
e creation
n of the scent. Beeswax
and “be
ee goo” arre regarde
ed as crue
elty-free animal products, butt vegans
object to
t their us
se in products because bees die in the
e process o
of making
honey.
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Castor
reum com
mes from an
a abdomiinal sac th
hat is harv
vested from beavers
after th
hey are killled for the
e leather industry, where the
e sac is re
egarded as
s an
industry by-product. It is ground
g
an
nd tincture
ed or infus
sed, and tthen aged
before it is used,, similar to
o the way in which ambergris
s is treate
ed.
Castore
eum is a base/fixati
b
ive, and is
s often use
ed in “leatther” acco
ords. It is not
regarde
ed as crue
elty-free because
b
th
he animal must die before the
e sac is
obtaine
ed.

Civet paste
p
is an exudate
e from the
e anal glan
nds of the
e civet, a s
small
mammal that people have
e mistaken
nly called a cat. Mos
st civet pa
aste is
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produce
ed in Ethio
opia, it is believed the
t
anima
als are kep
pt in cages
s and
prodded with stic
cks to cau
use them to
t become
e agitated, which prroduces m
more
paste. Others
O
say that the
e civet farm
mer does not prod the anima
al, that the
e
animal naturally produces the paste
e and in th
he way a h
house cat or dog m
may
scoot across the floor to empty their anal gla nds, the c
civet will rrub his rea
ar
on the wooden bars
b
of the
e cage, wh
here is is ccollected. Civet is p
prized for iits
ote properrties and its
i fixative
e and exallting properties. An absolute is
base no
also ma
ade from the
t
paste..

D
Ny
yktaris
Photo: Dimitris
Goat Hair
H
can be
b clipped from arou
und the ho
orns of a rrutting billy goat, or
the hindquarters
s, each are
ea having a differen
nt scent. T
The former smelling
g
like goa
at cheese or milk, the latter smelling
s
m
more like d
deer musk
k. The haiir is
tincture
ed in alcoh
hol and us
sed in min
nute quanttities to im
mpart an a
animalic
pherom
mone and fixative
f
ba
ase note to
t perfume
e. Alterna
atively, a c
cloth soak
ked
in 190 proof alco
ohol can be used to wipe dow
wn the hind quarters
s of the go
oat
in order to obtain
n the scen
nt. Goat-h
hair tincturre is a cru
uelty-free product.
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Early writings
w
on
n the formulation off Indian pe
erfumes in
nclude the
e scent of
goat ha
air. Most essential
e
oils
o of cistu
us and ab
bsolutes off labdanum
m contain the
goat sc
cent becau
use goats roam the labdanum
m fields, and the hair and res
sins
mingle..
Egyptia
an Pharohs
s glued go
oat hair “g
goatees” tto their ch
hin, and th
he scent of
the goa
at musk and labdan
num resin perfumed
d the air around him
m. It was
regarde
ed as a sig
gn of virility.

Hyrace
eum is the
e fossilized feces an
nd urine o
of a small African m
mammal, th
he
cape hy
yrax, or dassie. The
e material is often ssold underr the name of hyrax
x.
The fos
ssilized ma
aterial is made
m
into an absolu
ute by Fre
ench comp
panies, bu
ut it
may be
e possible to obtain the raw materials
m
a
and tinctu
ure it on y
your own.
Hyraceum is used for base
e and fixattive anima
alic notes. It is a crruelty-free
e
productt. Howeve
er, hyraceum is now
w becomin
ng an enda
angered p
product, and
lower quality
q
material is finding its way
w
onto the marke
et.
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Musk is the mos
st prized and
a
most controvers
c
sial of all animal prroducts tha
at
are use
ed in perfu
umery. Ob
btained fro
om the tin
ny musk deer of the
e Himalaya
as
and a few
f
other isolated Asian
A
areas, the harrvest of th
he sac has
s historically
required the killing of the deer, which is now on the en
ndangered
d species llist
because it has be
een hunte
ed to near-extinction. Besides
s perfume
ery, the otther
d
fo
or musk is
s in Chines
se medicin
ne. The go
overnmen
nt sells
major demand
confisca
ated musk
k in a tigh
htly-contro
olled licenssing progrram. Therre are now
w
musk deer
d
that are
a kept in
n captivity
y and the musk sacs are surg
gically
remove
ed by tiny, endoscopic incisio
ons. The d eer is nott killed, an
nd can quickly
recoverr. Howeve
er, musk is
s still rega
arded as a cruelty p
product.
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Seashe
ells, such as
a those used
u
to pro
oduce the
e essentiall oil known as choya
nakh arre submittted to a “d
destructiv
ve distillatiion” (distillation at high heat) in
order to
o extract the
t
scent of toasted
d seashell s. The res
sult is an o
oil with an
n
extremely smoky
y scent that is a strrong base note. Bec
cause the shells may
contain
n some of the dead mollusks, choya na
akh is not a vegan p
product.
Howeve
er, it is co
onsidered to be crue
elty-free.
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Animal extracts
e
in food
f
Animal extracts have
h
been
n used in food
f
for h undreds o
of years, a
and many
consum
mers are not aware of this. Sc
cent extra
acts can have a ben
neficial tas
ste
compon
nent, and for that reason hav
ve been re
esearched
d and apprroved by
governments as food flavo
orings. Ne
ext time yo
ou have some chew
wing gum, or
raspberrry ice cre
eam, you may
m
have a bit of “natural fla
avors” add
ded that
came frrom a bea
aver or civ
vet. Civet, hyraceum
m, musk a
and other extracts
have allso been used
u
in folk medicin
ne, but forr the mostt part, tha
at may nott be
of cons
sequence to
t the modern, urba
an reader, since the
ey don’t h
have a loca
al
shaman
n dispensing it to th
hem.
Castore
eum in foo
od:
Castore
eum extra
act (CAS NO.
N 8023-83-4; FEM
MA NO. 22
261) is a n
natural
productt prepared
d by direct hot-alcohol extracction of ca
astoreum, the dried
d
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and macerated castor sac scent glands (and their secretions) from the male
or female beaver. It has been used extensively in perfumery and has been
added to food as a flavor ingredient for at least 80 years. Both the Flavor
and Extract Manufacturers Association (FEMA) and the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) regard castoreum extract as generally recognized as
safe (GRAS). Acute toxicity studies in animals indicate that castoreum
extract is nontoxic by both oral and dermal routes of administration and is
not irritating or phototoxic to skin. Skin sensitization has not been observed
in human subject tests. Castoreum extract possesses weak antibacterial
activity. A long historical use of castoreum extract as a flavoring and
fragrance ingredient has resulted in no reports of human adverse reactions.
On the basis of this information, low-level, long-term exposure to castoreum
extract does not pose a health risk. The objective of this review is to
evaluate the safety-in-use of castoreum extract as a food ingredient.
From: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17365147
Int J Toxicol. 2007 Jan-Feb;26(1):51-5. Safety assessment of castoreum
extract as a food ingredient. Burdock GA. Source Burdock Group,
Washington, DC, USA.
Castoreum is generally recognized as safe by the FDA, FEMA and other
regulatory bodies, and is especially useful as an ingredient in raspberry &
vanilla flavored foods. You may find it in ice creams, candies, syrups,
pastries, and cigarettes.
From: http://www.toptenz.net/top-10-disgusting-ingredientsyouve-probably-eaten-today.php#ixzz2RECKXo1t
Cookbooks dating from the 17th Century tout the use of ambergris and
musk in recipes:
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Robert May’s White Ambergriese Cakes:
“Take the purest refined sugar that can be got, beat it and searse it; then
have six new laid eggs, and beat them into a froth, take the froth as it
riseth, and drop it into the sugar by little and little, grinding it still round in a
marble mortar and pestle, till it be throughly moistened, and wrought thin
enough to drop on plates; then put in some ambergriese, a little civet, and
some anniseeds well picked, then take your pie plates, wipe them, butter
them, and drop the stuff on them with a spoon in form of round cakes, put
them into a very mild oven and when you see them be hard and rise a little,
take them out and keep them for use.”
Muskedines [Musk Candy]
“Take half a pound of refined sugar, being beaten and searsed, put into it
two grains of musk, a grain of civet, two grains of ambergriese, and a
thimble full of white orris powder, beat all these with gum-dragon steeped in
rose-water; then roul it as thin as you can, and cut it into little lozenges with
your iging-iron, and stow them in some warm oven or stove, then box them
and keep them all the year”
(p 202-203, in Filiquarian Publishing LLC facsimile edition.)
(The Accomplisht Cook is available as a reprint from amazon.com)
In the past few years, modern cooks have been adventurous and whipped
up some tasty treats, such as author of Floating Gold, Christopher Kemp.
He describes making eggs with white ambergris. Are you game for this?
Probably not, if you’re not in the market for putting the stuff on your skin,
but there are plenty of adventurous souls out there who do want to try
something exotic, and animal extracts used in perfumery fit the bill.
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I’m an adventurous artist, and I use many of these essences in my
perfumes, but I haven’t yet had the desire to add civet or ambergris to my
food. I wanted to include the flavorings side of animal extracts because as
we perfumers are moving towards total transparency, it may be time for the
flavorings industry to do the same. Also, the realization that the 'stank' of
castoreum or another animal essence is in that chewing gum or ice cream
may cause the consumer to rethink the boundaries of fragrance and flavor. I
know it was an eye-opener for me that animal essences were used so freely
in food, maybe it is for you, too.
For this series of articles, I approached four other perfumers about the topic,
and was amazed by their various takes on the subject: psychology and
healing, poetic prose, a wonderful discovery, and hunting and lures in the
realm of perfumery. Their individual responses were as intimate and varied
as the perfumes they create.
Artisan perfumers are at the forefront of experimentation, questioning,
musing, and developing new paths for themselves as auto-didacts in a world
where the industry is focused on conventional perfumery. Old perfumery
books are combed for secrets of unlocking the animal essences and working
them into something usable and beautiful for perfume. The journey of
discovery is illuminated by their first whiff of real ambergris, the examination
of the chunk of Hyraceum, and working through the process to bring the
primordial stank to a fine perfume. The Internet has helped the artisan
perfume community discover trusted sources of animal essences in the past
ten years or so, and for that, the perfume lovers of handmade perfumes
laden with a touch – or a big dose of stank – are thankful.
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An
nimal-deriv
ved ingredients and botanical p
perfumes: sharing m
my secret!

by Isa
abelle Ge
ellé
15th Nov
vember, 2
2013
14 comments
‘Animals are equ
ual – but some
s
anim
mals are m
more equal than others’. This is a
s quote fro
om George
e Orwell's
s Animal F
Farm that could well apply wh
hen
famous
making
g perfume using bottanicals. The
T
debate
e about w
whether on
ne should use
animal--derived in
ngredients
s or not is
s an on-go
oing one: some are taking a
stance of being completely
c
y against them whille others a
are trying to balanc
ce
gument.
the arg

As a na
atural perffumer and
d one who has a strrong stanc
ce against harming any
animal,, it would seem obv
vious to no
ot use ani mal ingredients. Ho
owever, in
n
some of
o my form
mulations, particularrly the orie
ental perffumes, an animal,
faecal note
n
might be the missing
m
no
ote to give
e more pe
ersonality to a creattion.
I was fa
aced with a choice of either using
u
syntthetically recreated musk or
amber or selectin
ng a small range off faecal an
nd animal compound
ds which I
knew did not harrm the animal. Needless to s ay that de
eer musk and civet cat
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were out of the equation as the first one goes through despicable sufferings
mainly for the satisfaction of the herbal medicine market and the second,
despite not being killed, is kept captive in a cage in order to collect the
matter from his glands. Castoreum is, in my view, sitting between the two
thus this ingredient was out of the question.
So what could I turn to? Ambergris, the expulsion from the sperm whale,
which, after years of being washed on the ocean, releases a strong amber
smell. Unfortunately, at exorbitant cost for a small piece and because it is
now part of a worldwide treasure hunt while sperm whale populations are
rapidly depleting, I cannot use it on a regular basis. African stone (also
called Hyraceum), a urine/feces deposit from the Hyrax, a small mammal in
Africa is one that I am more likely to get hold of and I have prepared some
tincture of it for the customised perfumes. Its smell is not as strong as
ambergris but it does give some intensity to a perfume.
One day, however, I received a sample of an ingredient that has been
around and used in cosmetics for hundreds of years, that does not harm the
animal (not for the purpose of perfumery anyway – Note: I am neither a
vegetarian nor a vegan), and that has proven efficient even for babies but
yet is not easy to get hold of its pure form. IFRA also declared it an allergen.
I am talking about pure lanolin. The potential occurred to me three years
ago when I launched my Oriental perfume, Escapade à Oman. After having
blended all the oriental ingredients including Oudh, frankincense,
cedarwood, rose etc., something was missing to give it this extra’je ne sais
quoi’. I decided to add just eight (thick) drops of the pure lanolin in a 50 ml
bottle of the perfume. I forgot about it for weeks until I took it out of
storage. On opening the bottle, I knew I had a winner.
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Sheep Image Wikipedia.orrg
But I needed to know how
w big a win
nner it wa s. So I as
sked my fa
avourite
tester aka
a
my wo
onderful partner-inp
-life to we
ear it for the day an
nd give me
e
his fran
nk opinion. Before he
h left thro
ough the d
door, I kis
ssed him g
goodbye b
but
this tim
me, I could
d not get away
a
from
m his neck
k where he
e had spra
ayed the
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perfume. It was heaven! Between aphrodisiac and pheromone-like, but
getting more towards the pheromone – this intangible scent that wants you
to cling to a person for some subconscious reason. The addition of just a few
drops of what is simply fat derived from lamb’s wool, had transformed an
Oriental perfume into a divine one! My partner phoned me six hours later to
say that the smell was still very much there and by the way, he has adopted
Escapade à Oman as one of his regular Eaux de toilette!
Next, I am planning to do a trial run with lard (fat from the pig). After all,
old French perfumery used to extract essences from the flowers using lard
(enfleurage technique). Besides, if we really want to make the best use of
what nature offers us, why bother recreating it synthetically. The way
forward is to recycle what has been used… and there are many sheep being
shaved every day in the world!
Escapade à Oman has been out of production for over 1 year but many of
my clients from Germany to the United States, are asking for it as they have
adopted it as their favourite Eau de toilette. I am happy to say that it will be
available again in a couple of months.
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Am
mbergris

by Alexis
A
Karrl
18th Nov
vember, 2
2013
4 comments
When Hurricane
H
Sandy floodwaters forced th e doors open to my
y perfume
e
studio in
i Rockaw
way, Queens, it took
k with it a lmost all o
of my prec
cious oils,,
unforgiving in its
s oceanic ferocity
f
. So
S it was odd and q
quite wondrous that
ained unsccathed am
midst the d
debris, and
d
one single small glass cabinet rema
that witthin in this cabinet,, remained
d equally unscathed
d a bottle of pure
amberg
gris. The irony was not lost on me.
This ve
ery elusive
e oceanic element
e
was
w not to be return
ned to the
e waters, a
as
happen
ned to my roses and
d cedar wo
ood, and a
all manne
er of olfacttory material
that wa
as scenting
g the flood ravaged
d streets o
of my family’s neigh
hborhood. I
scramb
bled throug
gh the wreckage, gathered m
my preciou
us bottle, wiped it
down and
a
opened it, desperately ho
oping no w
water had leaked in. It had
remained sealed, and whe
en uncorke
ed, releas ed the mo
ost amazin
ng scent into
the saltted air.
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Bottles salvaged from Alex
xis Karl’s studio
s
afte
er Hurrica
ane Sandy
y
Amberg
gris, gifted
d by the sperm
s
wha
ale, tossin
ng on wave
es, baked in the
burning
g sun for years
y
and years and
d finally w
washed ashore, hold
ds a scentt
incredib
bly comple
ex and my
ysterious. One sensses salty w
waters, se
eaweed an
nd
all man
nner of org
ganic, aqu
uatic creatture glowi ng with bioluminescence in
midnigh
ht oceans. But therre is something else
e…something dark a
and
primord
dial that lu
urks within ambergris. It carrries with iit the scen
nt of fores
sts
long co
overed by oceans de
eep, of wo
ood resinss floating o
on sea foa
am, of
decayin
ng leaves dissolving
g into brine. Amberg
gris smells of sweltering
summe
er days by
y the beach and moon-cold w
winter even
nings. It c
captures the
evasive
e scent of rain and the
t
beginn
ning of sn owfall.
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Touching this oil to my skin, I think of ancient ritualistic fires, and of incense
burned in the temples of now-forsaken gods. It is an olfactory conundrum,
as it is everything at once- the essence of the ocean, of our own biological,
humanistic beginnings. Perhaps that is why we are so obsessed with finding
it. It brings us back to our own nature. It is far removed from our industrial,
technologically inclined lives. It is natural, oceanic...the origin of all living
things.
Ambergris is released from the intestines of the Sperm Whale, and left to
float in the tumultuous waves for years before it hardens and its scent
richens and lifts to its surface. It is this element of time, which brings
olfactory complexity, and stirs the imaginations of perfumers and writers
alike. Each piece of ambergris holds a life…a voyage on the waters, and as it
tumbles year after year, riding wave after wave, its scent changes, the water
itself embedding it with history. It is the rare, sacred gift of the whale, never
to be taken from its body by force, and only for the lucky few to find on
quiet beaches or lonely stretches of ocean.
As an artist, I find this rather Duchamp-ian in nature. I regal the cult of
found object made object d’art. Ambergris is sculpturally odd and beautiful
on its own, but when tinctured and made into oil, it is transformed into one
the richest and most vibrant notes on a perfumer’s pallet. The ambergris’s
necessary, natural extraction from the whale is one of the reasons I will use
this oil. I will not do so with other animal essences extracted for perfumery’s
sake, and do not encourage other perfumers or my perfume students to use
extractions that cause harm to animals.
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Alexis Karl’s stud
dio after destruction
n from Hu
urricane Sa
andy
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When the hurricane destroyed my studio, I was in the midst of creating a
line of fragrances to correspond with my painter-husband’s art works for an
exhibition entitled, Requiem For The Immortal. My husband’s Faustian
characters cry for resurrection of the creative eternal- immortality through
art, and this notion of immortality inspired me to explore essences that
resonate with age, notes that when tried on the skin vibrate with life in the
way few notes do. A few months before the flood, I created a fragrance to
be the companion of the artist’s Faustian alter ego entitled, ‘1000 years after
I am gone’.
This scent is a blend of amber from approximately 35 million year old
fossilized Himalayan tree resin, beeswax absolute, agar wood, myrrh and of
course ambergris. This was my first time actually using ambergris, and I was
stunned at the result. The ambergris seemed to move in and out of the
blend, weaving its way through incredibly dark amber, softening the myrrh
and enhancing the agar. The fragrance clings to the skin; intermingling in
such a way that it seems to come from within. It alters and changes, moves
with liquidity, amber rising at times, agar lifting at others… but always the
scent of ambergris underlying all.
I slathered ‘1000 Years After I Am Gone’ on my skin, and walked the two
blocks to the ocean in the dying summer light. I have always been equally
fascinated and fearful of the ocean. I swim in defiance of my own fears,
accepting the power of the water and the dangers of what I cannot see. That
end of summer day left the beach empty, abandoned life- guard chairs and
the occasional beach umbrella stuck lopsided in the sand. I stepped into the
surf, water colder than only a few days before, and made my way into the
waves, letting them rock me roughly to shore again and again. I scrambled
to my feet breathlessly, staring at a dark violet sky. The scent lifted about
me, mingling with the salt on my skin, and mysterious scent of ocean
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waters.. That was
s the scen
nt at its most perfecct…when tthe amberrgris met tthe
source of its own
n creation.

Atlantic
c Ocean, Rockaway
R
Beach, New
N
York
Animus
s Anima Animal Mus
sic Video photo
p
shoot featurin
ng perfum
mer Alexis
Karl
Today I stand on
n that sam
me stretch of beach in the freezing saltt air, stunn
ned
by the anger of the
t
ocean and winds. I take a dropperr to my bo
ottle of
gris. I secu
ure three large drop
plets of th
he viscous
s oil, and s
stepping tto
amberg
the sho
oreline still scattered with splinters of w
wood from
m destroye
ed houses
s
and boa
ardwalk, still
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shore. A gift, I think, as the oil disappears in the dark water, to appease this
wild ocean. To thank the whale, to honor the ancient, primordial body and to
cry, “Look what we have made from your gift! Pure beauty.”
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I grew up in Wisconsin, and in my late teens through my late twenties I was
an avid sportsman. I enjoyed hunting, fishing, and some trapping, and as I
fell in love with nature, I also discovered the importance of scent in nature.
My first experience with using an animal scent was in 1969 when I went
deer hunting for the first time with a friend of mine, his older brother, and
father. During the long drive up north to Hurley, Wisconsin, I would
occasionally pick up this odd odor in the car, and I finally had to ask what
the smell was. I was surprised to find out it was some mix of (deer) doe
urine and other materials. They said doe urine is used to attract bucks,
[male deer] and mask the smell of humans. Not coming from a hunting
family this is something a novice wouldn’t know or understand, at least I
didn’t, and I actually thought they were joking.
Thus began my journey into animal scents, I have long since given up
hunting. In 1980 when I bought my first 35mm camera that I use in place of
a rifle, but my fragrance passion and studies continue to this day, because of
this curiosity about the animal scents.
Lures, also known as scent baits, are used extensively for hunting, trapping,
and even fishing. There are striking similarities between lure making and
perfuming, as many of the same materials are used or were used, such as
deer musk, ambergris, civet, essential oils, etc.
Of course just like most modern perfumes, almost all lures are made with
synthetics.
Lures are used in a sense as a human might wear a perfume, not to smell
good, but in a way to illicit a response, an action or a reaction. There may be
various responses to both: will the scent trigger fear, signal a food source,
or even a mating response? The materials are also used in similar ways:
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ambergris and musk are used as fixatives, and the synthetics musks are
used to mimic primordial scents.
Of all of these materials, I found deer musk to be the most interesting.
There was a buck lure we used that was supposed to have deer musk in it,
and it was quite an interesting scent. In 1975, I started to play around with
making my own lures, and stopped in at a small sports shop up north with
friends looking for this buck lure and hoping to find deer musk, but to my
surprise was told this was not made with real deer musk.
The owner picked up a small bottle from behind the counter and told us, this
is real deer musk, to me it looked a little like ground coffee, but the smell of
it was shocking! It smelled nothing like we had thought what was deer
musk.
He explained it had been banned and was now illegal because of the 1973
Endangered Species Act, and that synthetics are now used. I forgot what he
mentioned his small stash was worth, but in the back of all of our minds we
wished we could have been able to afford to buy some, but instead we
settled for some of the synthetics.
In the following years, every now and then you might find someone offering
real deer musk, and, as before, it would prove to be synthetic. On the other
hand, civet musk was always found in good supply, as was castoreum. I
suppose part of that was because so much of it was used in the food and
flavor industry in addition to the perfume industry.
Starting in 2004 or so, civet musk became impossible to find after hundreds
and hundreds of thousands of civet cats (not actually felines, they are
closely related to the mongoose) were destroyed inhumanly after the SARS
viral outbreak of 2002-2003. Sadly, they had been wrongly identified as the
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source, and because of this slaughter the civet cat is now on the CITES
endangered species list. Around this same time I had been experimenting
with more and more fragrances that I would wear rather than the lures, and
began to study some basics of perfuming.
I would give some away as gifts and had received some nice feedback, so I
continued on with my perfuming interests and research, and the more I read
in old books, I found the same reference to many of these materials that I
had used in the lures, specifically the animal musks. So there I was full circle
as it were, looking for deer musk.
Of course this quest was in vain, by mid 2008, early 2009, I had given up
the search.
During the summer of 2009 while finalizing a civet paste purchase, I was
notified by US Customs that a number of permits were required. I contacted
the US Fish and Wildlife Department for help, and was surprised to learn of
the number of permits needed. While researching this process I also
discovered that deer musk was also a material that could be imported with
the proper licenses.
After exhaustive work, legal fees and permit expenses, our company SMK
Fragrance received all of the required permits in November of 2010, and we
had located a CITES-licensed exporter and finalized the sale and import of a
musk pod.
Sadly as humans one of our faults in the past and to some extent now, has
been to exploit our natural resources, this was due to ignorance, greed, or
simply ignoring the facts, whether the resource was deer musk, timber,
crude oil, or fresh water. We know now there is no excuse for this type of
behavior. In fact, over the last decade or more, strict laws and conservation
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efforts have saved a number many natural resources from extinction, and
have helped some populations rebound. This type of management and
conservation has resulted in the Siberian deer CITES status to be raised to
the appendex listing of II, the same status as agarwood species.
Part of the Siberian deer management for controlling the population and
overall health of the herds requires culling of any sick animals as well as
culling of aged deer through managed hunts. This type of harvesting is the
source of the legal musk pod export, and the money for the managed hunts
as well as the sale of these pods helps offset the management and
conservation fees. Unfortunately, poaching and illegal harvesting still occurs,
and some of the government seizures of these materials help generate
income to aid in the conservation and management fund. I wanted to share
this information to let the public know there are legal ways to obtain true
deer musk.
Image: Medieval woodcut illustration of a musk deer (Wikipedia)
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Do you want to have “Dassie piss” (Hyaceum indigenous name) in your
perfume? Buy the latest work by Duchaufour. Though I suspect that the very
idea of spraying oneself with urine has as much to do with the success of the
fragrance as the smell of the perfume itself. People think, “Yes, it is piss, but
it is from Duchaufour. How chic. I can’t wait to try it…”
Still, our innate attraction to animal scents has deeper origins than the
temptations of extreme scatological experiences: the origin is in our genes.

Why we need animal scent
Have you ever wondered why we like to have green plants and flowers in our
homes? The reason is that their presence is necessary to our psychological
and emotional balance. And the perfumes of aromatic plants can bring that
presence into our lives even in the absence of the plants themselves,
because perfumes are the singing voice of plants, their inner spirit.
The presence of animals around us is as necessary to our equilibrium as is
the presence of plants. Whoever of us can afford it, does keep a pet at
home, be it a dog, a cat, a bird, a mouse, a snake, a fish or a tortoise…
watching animals, touching them and speaking to them is a need for us.
Mankind has lived with domestic animals since its origins. The need for this
relation is in our genes.
Have you noticed that children innately love the company of animals? This is
because children are nearer to their innate nature than adults are. After all,
many of us adults have acquired a pet only to please the desire of a child.
Just as with trees and flowers, the scents of animals can be a substitute for
their presence even when we do not live among them, as most of us, in our
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modern, urban environment, do not. We have constructed lives cut off from
the natural world; perfume is a way to restore the harmony we’re missing.
Our present search for scents, then, represents a new step in the history of
mankind; it is a search for inner balance, for a message of beauty,
expressed in the language of smells, and then translated into positive
emotion. It is in this context that the use of animal scents can be
understood; as a “perfume-therapy” – much as you would take vitamins if
your diet was lacking them.

What are animal scents?
The animal scents traditionally used in perfumery, such as Castoreum, Civet,
Hyraceum or Ambergris, are simply pheromones.
Pheromones are the “mother of all scents”. They have been devised by
nature to be the first language of communication for living organisms,
through their first developed perception organ, the chemical sense, which,
for most creatures is the sense of smell.
Studying pheromones is fascinating, because it explains to us what we have
in common with animals, and in doing so teaches us, too, of how we differ
from them. It reveals to us that our humanity starts with our intellect, and
that, unlike animals, we smell more with our brain than with our nose.
Understood more deeply and broadly, the scents of plants are botanical
pheromone, they are the medium of communication and attraction between
plants and insects, between plants and vertebrates, and even between
plants and other plants, in a secret and mysterious way.
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This explains why so many of them produce aromas whose molecules mimic
animal and sometimes human pheromones: Cumin, for example, along with
Sandalwood, Blackcurrant buds, Buchu, Vanilla, Cinnamon, Calamus, Iris
root, Styrax, Clary sage, and many others.
When you know that pheromones are fundamental in the reproduction
processes of all living species, you begin to have respect for them, to
understand why we are so attracted to them, and of course to imagine what
they can do to perfumes.
The power of their effect on us is also shown by the fact that long before
they were used in perfumes, animal pheromones were used as medicines. In
fact, they are present in all the traditional pharmacopeias.

Animal scents in Perfumes "tridimensional" perfumery
Most of us have come across one of those marvelous stereoscopic devices,
the “View-Master”, through which one peers at two images taken from a
slightly different angle. The result is a wonderful 3 D image of Venice, Rome
or another exotic place.
In much the same way, a fragrance with a small amount of animal scent is
generally preferred by the most people, because it creates an emotional
dimension beyond that of a purely botanical one.
A fragrance made entirely of ingredients from plants meets only a part of
our soul’s needs. Animal smells are the other, equally important part of our
genetic olfactory memories. They are archetypes of considerable importance
in the language of odors. A perfumer is but a story teller who writes with
smells: imagine how few tales or fables could be written without the
presence of animals.
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This is why I call a perfume that contains both botanical and animal
ingredients a three-dimensional perfume; for while there are only two
images, they combine, just as the pictures in the stereoscope do, to create
an extra emotional dimension. Without them both, the picture may be flat,
the story may be too simplistic.
Substitutes for real animal scents, synthetic or vegetal such as ambrox or
ambrette, may recall or imitate the "tridimensionality" – but then, so do
regular photographs; but they are not as “real” as the vision of the
“stereoscope”.
We love to live among flowers and trees, we need their presence so much
that we bring them into our houses when they are absent in our streets. We
do the same with pets. The lack of vegetal and of animal presence that is
characteristic of modern city life is very new and unique to the story of
mankind. This makes our need for a "three-dimensional" botanical and
animal perfume all the more necessary to us.

Spirituality of perfume and animal scents
I learned in the East that perfume means spirituality and that love of
perfumes springs from a quality of the soul. Oriental perfumery is an
emanation of Eastern spirituality, a marriage between sacred and profane.
In the spiritualities of the East, the physical and the spiritual, the sacred and
the profane, are not conflicting as they are in our culture, but are rather
complementary.
Perfume being part of spirituality in the East, oriental perfumery assumes
the color of oriental spirituality, blending delicate flowers with austere resins,
grounded on a base of animal scents.
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In all religions, perfume has a privileged place. In Jewish mysticism, for
example, all senses give pleasure to the body, except the sense of smell that
give pleasure to the soul. But we should acknowledge that our western
perfumery and the modern history of perfume started with the advent of
Islam, when the use of perfume was taken away from the priests, healers
and noblemen, and was enjoined upon every single person as a religious
obligation and personal purification.
The encounter of Islam and Christianity in the medieval epoch brought the
use of perfumes to the west.
The widespread use of animal scents in pre-chemical western perfumery is
simply expressing the attraction and fascination that Eastern mystics have
always exerted on us Western people. It writes the story of our thirst for a
Unitarian spirituality that reconciles our humanity with our animality.
This is where animal scents fit in today’s natural perfumery, the essential
message of a spiritual harmony that we crave.

